
“the conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and the
wider set of  forces and systems shaping the conditions of daily life.” (WHO,2017)
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$3.2 Trillion$10,348 per American
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< 10%  spending  $$$ +90% 
spending

Infrastructure for Health

Source: Vincent Clement Agoe, Derek Lazo, Serena Lousich, Mark Wessels, Sarah Skenazy at 
University of California, Berkeley. hOUR City the 2017 Urban SOS® competition: “The Healthy 
City, Oakland” http://www.aecom.com/urban-sos-2017-finalists/. 



Infrastructure for HealthRise of Lifestyle Diseases

Source: https://mpkb.org/home/pathogenesis/epidemiology
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80% outcomes 20% outcomes



West Bellevue residents live 10 years 
longer than those in South Auburn, WA



“the conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and the
wider set of  forces and systems shaping the conditions of daily life.” (WHO,2017)

Infrastructure for Health



Fewer than 4% of Americans walk or bike.

We can change that.



is the 4th
leading Physical inactivity

risk factor in global mortality

Infrastructure for Health



W H Y  F O C U S  O N  P E O P L E



Mobility for Health

Streets are anywhere between 

25-35% of a City’s land area



What could this look like?
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Livability
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Quality of Life

ECONOMY
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Planning for Health

ENVIRONMENT
Air Quality
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Water Quality



90% of air pollution in cities 

is attributable to Traffic



Environment

Streets account for 70% of 

city-owned open space



Environment

A short walk improves creative

and short term memory by 20%
problem solving by 50% 



Economic Benefits

$1,800 yearly health benefit

200%+ investment return

for sidewalks for health 

for drivers who switch to cycling over 
a 3-mile commute

& air quality 
vs. sidewalk installation costs



65% more $$$ than drivers

Investing in better streets provides 

$11.80 per $1

Economic Benefits

Pedestrians spend



+3.1 more friends per person 
on streets  w/ 2,000 daily cars vs 16,000 daily trips 

Social Benefits + Safety



Health Benefits

via 15min daily exercise

32% in the past 45 years in the US...

Physical activity has declined

-22%reduction in early death 



Obesity rates drop  4.8% for every 
¾ mile walked, on average, a day  

Health Benefits



So what do we do?

How do we 
Thrive?



So what do we do?

What do we 
Retrofit?



Planning for Health
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Return of Great Streets





How?
1. Visualize VALUE;

2. Think CORRIDORS, instead of ‘stations’;

3. Think COMMUNITY, instead of ‘transportation’;

4. Think PARTNER, instead of ‘competitor’; and

5. Think CHAMPIONS, instead of ‘stakeholders’.



A Focus on Corridors



A Focus on Corridors



A Focus on Corridors



How?
1. Visualize VALUE;

2. Think CORRIDORS, instead of ‘stations’;

3. Think COMMUNITY, instead of ‘transportation’;

4. Think PARTNER, instead of ‘competitor’; and

5. Think CHAMPIONS, instead of ‘stakeholders’.







The car doesn’t need to see anything . . . anymore
and . . . they are quiet, safe, and don’t smell

A new “sense” of place



A new “sense” of place
hear see

taste

smell touch   feel

65db to 45db
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Urban ag

fresh air clean water cooler environment
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get outside
Vitamin D
Eye health
Improved sleep
Clean air
More energy
Nature

healthy immune system + serotonin
nearsightedness + vision 

circadian environment

Increase your attention span
Connect to nature not caffeine
Boost your immune system

Psychological 
health

Feel happier
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Mind
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Recreation Collaboration Play Nature Commercestreetcars swales urban ag parklets
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“Toes in the 
Water”. . anymore



7
Autonomous Vehicles 

“toes in the water”
projects1

4

2 3

6 75

subdistrict showcase connective campus a bigger event

shopping center city Ferry and forest singles should mingle driven to nature



1 sub-district showcase
What if a mixed-use project within a district 
connected to nearby transit by AV with 
exceptional public realm + street 
environments?

- Early AV infrastructure as an amenity and showcase
- Benchmark with WELL + Living Community, ULI Healthy Places Leed ND + other protocols
- Connect a catalytic district enhancing livability and activity 



2connective 
campusWhat if a campus loop connected the campus 

core to significant transit connections and 
parking located or built away from the campus 
core? 

- Use AV networks to create safe and world class pedestrian streets 
and public realm environments

- Consider “town and gown” loops for campuses, neighborhoods, and larger transit connections
- Pursue flexibility to adapt to connective relationships between housing, academic, sports and other  
institutional and cultural elements of campuses



3
How can AV enhance and extend fan and 
community experience during large 
sporting and entertainment events and 
give back during the non-event period?

a bigger event

“The timing of this Milo technology could not be better,” said Rob Matwick, executive vice president 
of business operations for the Texas Rangers. “To be able to give our fans the opportunity to 
experience this innovative technology and give them the convenience to deliver them close to the 
ballpark or AT&T Stadium is outstanding. We are all about customer service and making memories 
here at the ballpark.”



4
What if we extended mall concourses into an 
integrated AV and pedestrian network 
connecting mixed-use and connected to 
regional transit?

shopping center city

- What if “brands” become co-investors and community builders?
TargetPlay [parks] or NikeRun [trails]
-



5
What if AVs connected low and medium 
density environments to existing or emerging 
TODs?

singles should mingle

- What if AV supported aging in place connecting people to pharmacies, grocery, dining and 
entertainment
- What if the frequency and presence of AV could eliminate the need to build park and ride garages in 
an effort to increase density and actiivity and enhance nodes of 20 minute living.



6
What if AV loops connected new denser 
mixed-use environments minimizing sprawl, 
ferry terminal surface parking and other ferry 
infrastructure?

ferries and forest

- What are the public private opportunities for co-investment?
- What if AV ferry boarding was prioritized and less costly for riders?
- What if FOD development provided commuter connectivity and off commute connectivity to main streets and town centers?



7
How can AV help protect our national parks 
from the noise, light and air pollution of 
combustible engine cars minimizing the 
impact and cost of infrastructure upkeep and 
diminishing budgets?

driven to nature
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